Class 3 Ancient Egyptian Presentations.

December 2015

As part of their learning, the pupils were asked to prepare a presentation about the
Ancient Egyptians. They were allowed to choose any topic to focus on and had time to
work on their chosen idea as part of their homework tasks.
They then had to present their topic to the staff and the rest of the children in the
class and answer questions relating to their specialist subject! We were all entertained
with some fantastic, creative, colourful, delicious and memorable presentations.
You can see for yourself the amazing projects that were produced!
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Our presentations began with a visit from Queen Cleopatra herself who told us all
about the fashion of that time!

Owen then gave us a gruesome demonstration to show us how an Ancient Egyptian
embalmer was able to remove a dead Pharaoh’s brain through the nasal canal using a
long scooped hook! Yuck!

We had a gallery of colourful, informative posters to see!
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As well as some incredible models to look at!

Amelia’s Pyramid

Meghan’s Worker’s Village

A Sandy Sphinx

Isabelle made a working ‘Shaduf’

Thomas’s River Nile Model

Harrison’s Egyptian Collar

Daisy’s sacred cat mask

We even had models with edible surprises inside!

Cordelia’s fabulous Pyramid was packed full with a pyramid tower of Rice Crispie Cakes!

Xanthe produced a super film showing of herself cooking real authentic Ancient
Egyptian Food.

Jack also did a PowerPoint presentation.

Maizie’s Pyramid was full of authentic spices.

Harlee’s book was very impressive.

Noah and Charlotte brought their mummies along!!!

We think that you can agree that all the presentations look great and the children have
obviously put a lot of time and effort into producing them.
Well done Class 3!! (and to all those who gave a helping hand!)

